RECOMMENDATIONS TO BASILDON COUNCIL
BREAKTHROUGH BASILDON BOROUGH COMMISSION
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The Breakthrough Basildon Borough Commission was established in December 2017
by Basildon Borough Council as an independent review to provide strategic guidance
to the council on how to enable sustainable, inclusive growth across the Borough.
The Commission’s starting point was that economic growth is a vital good, but that
growth is best when it benefits all parts of the Borough, the community and the
economy and when it is linked to positive social and environmental outcomes.
The panel and its activities were supported by the Council, but independent of
it. Over six months the panel was free to make its own investigations, consider
the evidence, and engage with the people that know the borough best – its
residents, communities, organisations and businesses – in order to begin to make
recommendations and inspire change.
In this report the commission sets out a series of challenges to the council constituting
a strategic roadmap towards a Borough that residents, organisations, and groups can
not only feel proud of, but also that every single member is a part of.

Members of the Panel
•
•
•
•
•

Jonathan Carr-West, Chair, Chief Executive of the
Local Government Information Unit (LGiU)
David Johnston, Chief Executive of Social Mobility Foundation
Kate Willard, Corporate Affairs Director at Stobart Group
Neil Bates, Former PROCAT now of the Education and Training Foundation
Father Dominic Howarth, Former Parish Priest, Basildon
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About this report
This report sets out the Commission’s findings. We hope that these set a provocative and inspiring direction for the Borough’s
future. A supporting document has also been produced, which explores in detail the themes the Commission looked at, bringing
together both the analysis papers the commission considered and the reports of the evidence the Commission heard at their
meetings and showing which of our recommendations came out of these deliberations. Finally, we consider how these suggestions
map across short, medium and long term impact.
This was a dynamic and connected process so some recommendations emerge from our thinking about more than one theme.
More information about the commission, its process, its community engagement and the experts it heard from can be found at
www.breakthroughbasildonborough.com.

Findings
Basildon has a lot going for it: a growing economy, a number of marquee business, great links to London and a strong position
within the Thames Corridor.
But there are also problems: widely differing prosperity in different parts of Borough, too many young people leaving school
without the right skills, too many people in precarious or at risk jobs and a lack of civic confidence and engagement.
The council needs to think about the following areas:
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1) The Basildon brand
As we enter Basildon’s 70th anniversary year, we need a reboot of the New Town promise to take us into the 21st century.
To build a compelling and attractive narrative about Basildon, which builds on its heritage and unique characteristics and which
makes it clear that this is a special place and not just another commuter town, we need to think about:
•
•
•

A legacy of architectural and design boldness.
A history of radicalism and innovation: from the New Town, through Depeche Mode and Ford’s design
and research to today’s new tech start-ups, this is a place where the future starts to happen.
A place founded on the promise of a good home, a good job and opportunity for your children.

This narrative is not only about selling Basildon to the outside world but is at least as much about selling Basildon to the people of
Basildon: building a sense of place and civic pride.
(There remains an issue about whether/how this narrative relates to inhabitants of Billericay, Wickford and other parts of the borough who do not identify
with the New Town. The Commission’s view is that economic and social growth in the south of the borough is a benefit for the borough as a whole, but
we recognise that there is a political tension here and that the council has to represent the whole of the borough: the establishment of a new civic catalyst
board as recommended under civic pride and governance below could go some way towards managing through an arms-length body that could focus
where it was needed.)
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2) Civic pride and public engagement
Basildon has areas that are very wealthy and areas that are very deprived. The council has strategies to combat poverty and to
improve skills and access to work. But in rich areas and poor alike there is a loss of civic confidence: social disconnection, a lack of
a sense of place and fragmented and very localised pride in the places people live.
Effective engagement between the council and the community is the foundation of civic life. Many stakeholders in Basildon told
us that they felt disconnected from the local authority and that levels of trust were low. There is a lot of excellent civic activity but
there is a disconnect between what is happening in pockets and the council - and fairly little coordination between these pockets
of civic engagement.
These perceptions may or may not be fair, but they are real. It’s therefore important that the council:
•
•
•
•
•

Continues to invest in community engagement as a priority area.
Creates and rejuvenates civic spaces across the Borough for communities to use.
Implements the findings of the pathway to success commission.
Engages communities across the Borough with the Basildon Brand/narrative as above and shows how it links to access to
opportunity and improved quality of life.
Sets up a permanent forum to bring together the council, CVS, faith groups etc. (see also Governance recommendations
below).
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3) The built environment
We need public space that inspires a sense of pride, community and opportunity. This should build on Basildon’s unique features
and not simply aspire to be like everywhere else.
There has been huge investment in the built environment in Basildon: new housing, the Sporting Village, the new Market and
plans for a new Cinema and the relocation of Basildon College to the town centre.
But we could do more:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure that new build reflects the unique architectural heritage of the borough
To highlight the town centre’s status as a unique example of modernist architecture.
To improve access/lines of sight e.g. from the Town Centre to the Sporting Village and into the town centre itself.
To celebrate a legacy of public art.
To create small, incubator spaces for start-ups and cultural pop ups.
To create civic spaces across the Borough for communities to use.
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4) The economy
Basildon needs an economy that is fit for the 21st Century.
The Basildon economy is strong but has some underlying weaknesses. There are too many people in precarious jobs and “at risk”
occupations and there is not enough entrepreneurship/start-ups.
To prepare Basildon for the changes and challenges around the corner, we need to:
•
•
•

Have more sustained and deeper relationships with key employers e.g. Ford, New Holland to ensure that they are fully engaged
with the community they operate in and that high skill opportunities are open to people from the Borough.
Create spaces/incubator opportunities for start-ups particularly in design and tech sectors.
Make sure that we provide local people with the right skills and opportunities, through education at all levels as well as
apprenticeships and support for training in local businesses.
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5) Governance
The Council needs to make sure it is fully equipped to lead Basildon into the future.
Local government operates within a fragmented and shifting governance landscape: the LEP, the County Council and the Thames
Gateway South Essex Partnership all have roles to play, in addition to which Basildon is a finely balanced politically with elections in
3rds each year.
A constant election cycle also means an ongoing political contest which can lead to an emphasis on what is wrong in the Borough
rather than what is going well.
The council should:
•
•
•

Give serious consideration to moving to all out elections every four years to enable more long term strategic planning. If this is
not feasible or desirable consideration should be given to other ways of ensuring strategic continuity.
Develop a cross party narrative around the Basildon brand and its strengths: the 70th Anniversary is a good opportunity to do this
Think about the creation of a new civic catalyst board - a sort of 21st century successor to the New Town Corporation - answerable
to the council but independent of it – that can be a galvanising force to bring communities and businesses together to drive
financial and social investment.
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Conclusion and timeline
The Commission believes that the recommendations in this report would make a real and tangible contribution to ensuring
that the whole Borough continues to grow in ways that are sustainable and that benefit all its residents.
Some can be implemented immediately, others, such as the creation of a new civic catalyst board, require more planning
and investment from the council, some are simply a matter of how we talk about the Borough.

Immediate delivery
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Continue to invest in community engagement as a priority area.
Create and rejuvenate civic spaces across the Borough for communities to use.
Ensure that new build reflects the unique architectural heritage of the borough.
Highlight the town centre’s status as a unique example of modernist architecture.
Celebrate a significant legacy of public art.
Engage communities across the Borough with a positive narrative about Basildon and show how it links
to access to opportunity and improved quality of life: a place founded on the promise of a good home,
a good job and opportunity for your children. This can be achieved within the context of the 70th
Anniversary.
Celebrate Basildon’s history of radicalism and innovation: from the New Town, through Depeche Mode
and Ford’s design and research to today’s new tech start-ups, Basildon can be positioned as a place where
the future starts to happen. Again the 70th Anniversary is a good opportunity for this.
Develop a cross party narrative around the Basildon brand and its strengths: the 70th Anniversary is a
good opportunity to do this.
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Medium term delivery

Long term delivery

•

•

•
•
•
•

Have more sustained and deeper
relationships with key employers e.g.
Ford, New Holland to ensure that they
are fully engaged with the community
they operate in and that high skill
opportunities are open to people from
the Borough.
Implement the findings of the Pathway
to Success Commission.
Create spaces/incubator opportunities
for start-ups particularly in design and
tech sectors.
Build upon Basildon’s legacy of
architectural and design boldness.
If the council does not want to consider
all out elections every four years it needs
to consider other ways to enable more
long term strategic planning preferably
with strong cross party consensus.

•

•

Improve access/lines of sight e.g. from the Town Centre to the Sporting
Village and into the town centre itself.
A new civic catalyst board - a sort of 21st century successor to the New
Town Corporation - answerable to the council but independent of it –
that can be a galvanising force to bring communities and businesses
together to drive financial and social investment.
Ensure local people have the right skills and opportunities, through
education at all levels as well as apprenticeships and support for training
in local businesses.

We, the Commission, commend these recommendations
to Basildon Borough Council and look forward to
discussing how they can be taken forward.
Jonathan Carr-West (Chair)
David Johnston
Kate Willard
Neil Bates
Father Dominic Howarth
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